STABILITY OF GROUP REPRESENTATIONS AND HAAR
The maximal spectral type u. is characterized by the following two properties: The measures "v here, are given by Bochner's theorem:
We shall also need Stone's theorem:
There is a unique projection valued measure P defined on the Borel subsets of X such that U = f " (s, x) dP. we see that U has Haar maximal spectral type with uniform multiplicity k.
3. Sufficiently many homomorphisms. We now give a characterization of the pairs S, T to which the main theorems may be applied. that (X, G) has property (P). In particular (X, Y) has property (P). This achieves the proof of part (3) Moreover, UsV = V _ 2s U and for any representation induced by a measure preserving flow we always have WV = V_ W, for some unitary operator W. These two relations show that V( ~'V( ,(. where p is any homomorphism of T to itself other than t -> -t. In other words V is selfstable and since T has sufficiently many selfhomomorphisms Theorem 2 applies and we see that the horocycle flow has Lebesgue spectrum with uniform multiplicity.
